Two warming lamp options provide safe, gentle warmth for babies

Gentle Warmth for Changing, Bathing, Feeding, Weighing, Examinations, & Procedures

Adapts to Many Uses
With its adjustable height & light hood, the Olympic Warm-Lamp is easy to set at the correct distance and angle for use during bathing, feeding, weighing & examinations. The control panel is set at just the right height for use with an Olympic Smart Scale, or an examination table.

Radiant Heat & Light
Uses a special single bulb that furnishes both radiant heat & clear white light

Infrared Heat
Radiates invisible infrared heat, creating a wide zone of comfortable warmth – available with or without fully adjustable exam light
Adjustable Light Hoods:
Light hoods on all Warm-Lamps swivel and tilt and hold their position, providing complete control over direction of warmth.

Distance Measurer:
All Warm-Lamps have a retractable measurer on the side of the Light Hood to ensure warmth is the optimal distance from the baby.

Adjustable Height:
All models have adjustable height – from 58 to 74 in. (147.3 to 187.9 cm) – so the lamp can be placed at just the right distance from the baby.

Fully Maneuverable:
Warm-Lamps have a roll-around base with five swivelling casters for ease of movement, and are counter-balanced for stability & safety.

Easy-to-use Controls:
A 15 minute on/off safety timer and an adjustable intensity control are standard features on Olympic Warm-Lamp models.

Ordering Information

OLYMPIC WARM-LAMP™

Model 31 – Radiant Heat with Light
Roll-around floorstand model. Adjustable height. Warmth with incandescent light.
CAT. NO. 56831

Model 41 – Infrared Heat without Light
CAT. NO. 56841

Model 45 – Infrared Heat with Exam Light
Roll-around floorstand model. Adjustable height. Infrared warmth with examination light.
CAT. NO. 56845

Electrical Safety: CSA C/US certified to CSA C22.2 601.1 M90 and UL 60601-1
Power Requirement: 120V ~ 60Hz

For information or ordering
Call 1-866-753-4823
(toll-free in US/Canada)